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Abs tract:

The scaling of the globa l energy .confinement time with density and

plasma current is studied in the intermediate region froro Ohmic to neutral
injection L- scaling with beam power P
- ( I - 3) x P ' A gradu a l t r ansi NI
OH
tion from Ohmic to neutral injection L-scal ing is fo und. The res ults can be
described by quadratically adding the Ohmic - and L-scaling characteristics
indicating that the L-scaling may be the continuation of Ohmic scaling toward s
higher power and that non-local properties determine the transport .
Introduction:

The global energy confinement time TE o f Ohmic (OH) discharge s

increases · linearly with den si ty at l ow density and saturates towards higher
densities /1/ . In the linear range , TE increases with safety factor qa while
it decreases with qa in the saturation region /2/. In neutral injec t ion (NI)
heated L- discharges with degraded global confinement, TE does not show any
density dependence but increases linearly with plasma current Ip t n the limit
PHI »POH /3/.
Results: Figure I and 2 summarize the scaling results obtained in ASOEX in
the transition regime P
- P ' Plotted is TE (deduced from a carefully comNI
OH
pensated diamagnetic loop) versus density (Fi g . la, b for a 0+ and Fig. 2 for
an H+ plasma) for low and high qa and ver'sus plasma current (Fig. le, d) for low
and high density. The injection isotope is hydrogen.
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Ohmic phase:

The data of Fig. la . b and Fig. 2 show both the linear r egion

where 'E a ne and the satur a ti on region where 'E is rather independent of
density . The comparison of low- and hi gh-qa-cases of Fig . la and b confirms
the previously reported fact that the confinement improves with qa in the
linear range but decreases with it in the satu ratio~ range /2/ . A comparison

of the results shown in Fig. la and 2 reveals that the Ohmic 'E-values are
about the same in the linear r ange but di ffer in the saturation regime with
OH
'
'E /TE - 1. 3 - 1 .5 . The result

that the isotope mass affec ts TB only 10 the

sat urati on regime may clarify the conflicting observations: Those tokamaks
which operate predominantly in the linear range (sma ll minor radiu s or l ow
BT/Ro) do not observe an isotope effect while clean divert or tokamaks which
can run at high density and generally operat e in the saturat i on r egion do.
Neutral injec t ion phase:

The net effect of NI is 8 general decrease of 'E

with beam power (L-regime). At l ow density, however, the 'E-values with one
NI-source are comparable to (or even above) the Ohmic values and

~t

high dens-

ity they seem to continue the variation of the Ohmic data towards higher densities (see Fig. la). Thi s deviant behavior at the edges of I:he densi ty range
may be a ttributed to the i on confinement : At low dens ity, in the limit of
Ti :» Te , 'E approaches ·"('ei .

P/P

NI ('ei is the electron-ion euqilibration
time , and Pi/PNI is the beam power fraction directly transferred to the ions).

Decisive beam contribut ions to Bp at low density enhancing 1'E can be ruled
out. At high density, the confinement i s determined by neoclassical ion heat
conduction , which does not seem to degrade with beam heating /4/. The density dependence of 1'E vanishes grad ually with beam power . At P - 0 . 45 MW,
NI
the linear and saturation r egions are st ill di scernible, and the maximum in
1'E is s hifted to higher density . At P - 1. 32 MW the r e is still a sl i ght
NI
density dependence. The increased power, however, has enhanced the e l ectron
transport to such an extent that the ion transport does not play any rol e in
the given density ran ge and the OH 1'E-values are no longer a·ttain~d (1-'ig. la).
At high qa (low plasma current), NI cause s a l oss of density dependence even
at lou b~am power (Fig. Ib). This is partly dUG to the small density windou
accessible at high qa ' On the other hand, the qa-enhancement of the OH values
in the linear density range is easily offset because NI confineoent favors
high cur rent. This is al so shown by the current scali ng of high density di scharges (Fig. Id ) IJhile the high current 'rE-values are hardly affected at low
density (Fig. le). Bo th the l ow and hi~h density run s show the gr adual transi tion into the linear lp-scaling with NI .

-

Disc ussion :
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The degradation in confinement occurs both in the 10.... density

linear r egion but is more pronounced in the saturation region. The local
transport analys is in the insulation zone, the density f all-off length in the
scrape - off layer and the rise of the electron energy density in the plasma
center after a sa.... tooth event indicate enhanced transport with NI over the
whole plasma c ross- section . It appears that the plasma i s forcen to l oca l ly
adjust its transport properties.
It has been observed before

151

that the electron temperature (and conse-

quently the current density j) shows a remarkable profile conse rva tion
(termed profile consistency 16/) during beam heating. This prop erty applies
also to the density scans of Fig. la: The cent ral electron temperature va ries
by a factor of 3 from 0.55 keV (h i gh density , OH) to 1.8 keV (low density
,
2 a
P
D
1.)2 MW) .... hile the Te pr of ile parameter ~(Te: Tea (l-P ) ) scat ters

N1

between I. I and 1.5 . It appears that Ohmic heating conditions .... hich link
power deposition and the j-profile (Ohmic cons traint ) give rise to an op timal .
j-profile (e . g . due to the stability condition o f macroscopic modes ) yie lding
low transport. With the independent power deposition profiles o f neutral injection, the plasma maintains the optimal current density profile by changing
its t r anspor t properties. Peaked deposition causes a general ri se in the
thermal diffusivity Xe but low beam energy, off-axi s deposition yields a remarkable reduction of Xe in the plasma core / 7/ .
The possible dependence of Xe not on ly on local parameters but also on a
global consistency condition encouraged Coldston to quadratically add the
Ohmic; ql/2- scaling and the NI I - scaling which yie l ded a heu risti c dese a
p
cription of the saturation region of Ohmic confinement /5/. We have analyzed
-2
OH - 2
NI -?
the scaling results presented here according to LE
= (LE)
+ (lE )
0 6
OR
(equ . I) with L
= Cl ne q~ ' S and LENI = C Ip P - .
The coefficients Cl
2
E
NI
and C2 are obtained from fitting the OR- curve of Fig . la; the power dependence
W

of LEN! is chosen according to the L- regime scaling at low beam power /3/ .
The dashed lines in Fig . la-d represent the calculated values putting experimental data of n , I and the total OH and NI powe.r into relation (I) . Good
e
p
agreement is found which indicates that non- local conditions (like. profil e
effects) may affect confinement and that the L-regime of beam heated plasmas
is the continuation of an OH scaling porperty to larger heating power . On the
other hand, the saturation region of OH ASDEX plasmas can be explained by
neoclass i cal ion transport 18/ . The observed isotope dependence, however,
which is common to both the OH saturation region and the L-scaling does not
agree with neoclassical ion transport. It has to be . tested whether the
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scal in g relations can be reconci led incorporating the ion transport

in the form TE

-I

OH -1 + (TEiN1) - 1 + (TEN1)-1
)
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